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Abstract12
Every second millions of small meteoroids enter the Earth’s atmosphere producing dense13
plasmas. Radars easily detect these plasmas and researchers use this data to characterize both14
the meteoroids and the atmosphere. This paper develops a first-principle kinetic theory de-15
scribing the behavior of particles, ablated from a fast-moving meteoroid, that colliside with16
the atmospheric molecules. This theory produces analytic expressions describing the spa-17
tial structure and velocity distributions of ions and neutrals near the ablating meteoroid. This18
analytical model will serve as a basis for a more accurate quantitative interpretation of radar19
measurements and should help calculate meteoroid and atmosphere parameters from radar20
head-echo observations.21
1 Introduction22
Every second millions of tiny, submilligram and submillimeter, meteoroids hit the23
Earth, depositing tons of extra-terrestrial material in its atmosphere. The majority of these24
particles do not create visual signatures but large radars, such as at Arecibo and Jicamarca,25
can often detect many particles per second despite only scanning a few square kilometers.26
These radars do not measure the meteoroids themselves but instead detect the plasma gener-27
ated as they ablate, making measurements called head echoes. Figure 1 shows an example of28
one such measurement. Interpreting these measurements requires a quantitative understand-29
ing of the structure of the neutral gas and plasma surrounding a meteoroid. This paper devel-30
ops a first-principle kinetic model aimed at interpreting meteor head echo signals [Bronshten,31
1983; Ceplecha et al., 1998; Close et al., 2005; Campbell-Brown and Close, 2007].32
Determining the composition of small meteoroids has proven difficult. By analogy33
with bigger meteorites that reach the Earth’s surface. researchers assume that small mete-34
oroids are composed of free metals like iron, nickel, cobalt, volatiles like carbon, water, sul-35
phur, and mineral oxides like FeO, SiO2, MgO, etc. Optical spectral measurements of mete-36
ors corroborate this assumption but cannot say much about elements that do not have strong37
spectral signatures [Borovicka, 1993]. A variety of techniques have led researchers to es-38
timate that the meteoroid mass distribution peaks at around 1 µg [Grun et al., 1985; Close39
et al., 2007; Blaauw et al., 2011; Fucetola et al., 2016].40
Meteoroids reach the Earth at hypersonic speeds,U = 11–73 km/s, and become de-41
tectable when they encounter sufficiently dense air to heat them up through friction. This42
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results in some sputtering but primarily sublimation from the surface in a process called ab-43
lation. This forms a mostly neutral gas cloud around the meteoroid. High-velocity collisions44
with atmospheric molecules partially ionize and decelerate this gas, forming a dense meteor45
plasma.46
Typical small meteoroids become visible to radars at h ' 120 km altitude and disap-47
pear below 75 km [Janches and Revelle, 2005]. At these altitudes, the fast-descending me-48
teoroid leaves behind a plasma column that lives for a relatively long time until it diffuses,49
disintegrates and, eventually, recombines. The lowest altitude where meteors typically disap-50
pear from radar observations roughly marks the altitude where meteoroids have either disin-51
tegrated or decelerated to the point where they stop generating plasma.52
Head echo
1 2
Figure 1. Altitude-time radar image of meteor plasma (JRO, July 12, 2005, 3:43AM LT). The color coding
shows the signal-to-noise ratio in dB. The two arrows point to the head echoes of two separate meteoroids.
The stronger head echo (1) is followed by a non-specular trail, while the meteoroid with the much weaker
head echo (2) produces no detectable trail. The vertical velocity components of both meteoroids were close.
The head-echo slope gives the corresponding downward speed about 40 km/s.
53
54
55
56
57
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Meteor plasma is usually a few orders of magnitude denser than the ambient iono-58
sphere, especially during a night time. High-power large aperture (HPLA) radars located59
near the magnetic equator, such as Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) or ALTAIR, often60
detect signals composed of two distinct parts, the head echo and non-specular (range-spread)61
trail, as shown in Figure 1. On an altitude-time diagram, the head echo resembles an almost62
straight line. It forms when a radar beam scatters from a dense plasma that accompanies an63
ablating meteoroid. The reflected signal has high Doppler shift, showing that the plasma64
moves at or near the velocity of the meteoroid.65
This paper analyzes the structure of short-lived near-meteoroid plasmas that produce66
radar head echoes. An accurate model of this structure will enable us to better use these mea-67
surements to estimate meteoroid characteristics [Bronshten, 1983; Ceplecha et al., 1998].68
This work has also another motivation. Big meteor fireballs produce strong electromagnetic69
pulses that result in audible sounds called electrophonics [Bronshten, 1983; Ceplecha et al.,70
1998; Keay, 1995; Zgrablić et al., 2002; Chakrabarti et al., 2005; Lashkari et al., 2015]. Re-71
cent ground-based antenna observations during meteor storms have demonstrated that small,72
optically invisible, meteoroids can also produce detectable electromagnetic pulses [Price and73
Blum, 2000; Rault, 2010; De et al., 2011; Guha et al., 2012; Obenberger et al., 2014]. To un-74
derstand the physical nature of these pulses and some of their non-trivial spectral features, it75
is desirable to quantitatively understand the transient electric current system associated with76
the near-meteoroid plasma. The kinetic theory of this paper should help model this system.77
It could also predict whether the near-meteoroid plasma can develop plasma instabilities that78
might be responsible for submillisecond modulations of the observed ELF/VLF pulses [Price79
and Blum, 2000].80
Many previous theoretical studies of meteor plasma were devoted to estimating the81
parameter β that characterizes the meteor ionization efficiency, the number of electrons82
generated by a meteoroid of a given speed and altitude per unit length [Massey and Sida,83
1955; Furman, 1960, 1961, 1964, 1967; Lazarus and Hawkins, 1963; Sida, 1969; Jones,84
1997; Bronshten, 1983]; see also Ceplecha et al. [1998] and references therein. One of the85
earliest works that dealt with the spatial structure of the ablated meteoric material is that of86
Manning [1958] who modelled the initial radius of the collisionless kinetic expansion of a87
cylindrical trail followed by its regular collisional diffusion. This model was based on sim-88
plified assumptions like elastic sphere collisions, random walks leading to Gaussian trails,89
meteoric ions ablated directly from the meteoroid, etc. The most cited work by Jones [1995]90
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re-examined and developed this approach further using both theory and particle simulations.91
Jones’s simulations have demonstrated significant deviations of the initial plasma from the92
Gaussian profile across the plasma trail. The major goal of those earlier studies was to model93
the 2-D transition from the initial ballistic expansion to the regular collisional diffusion of94
the cylindrical plasma trail behind the meteoroid. These studies were based on probabilistic95
averaging and they did not really study the 3-D spatial distribution of the dense plasma that96
surrounds the fast-moving meteoroid and is responsible for the radar head echo.97
The meteor plasma that causes the head echo is distributed within a small near-meteoroid98
volume whose effective size is of order of the collisional mean free path. This and some99
other factors lead to strongly non-Maxwellian velocity distributions and require a kinetic100
description. However, none of the earlier studies have developed a consistent kinetic theory.101
Recently, Dyrud et al. [2008a,b] made a first attempt of modeling the spatial structure of the102
near-meteoroid plasma kinetically using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. Their modeling103
generated a plausible qualitative picture of what might be expected but did not provide quan-104
titative characteristics or simple parameter dependences that would allow radar signal mod-105
eling and related physical analysis. The more recent paper by Stokan and Campbell-Brown106
[2015] modeled collisions of ablated particles but, similar to the early studies, it mostly stud-107
ied the wake formation behind the meteoroid. Our earlier theoretical papers mostly analyzed108
the slowly diffusing plasma columns related to the non-specular trails [Dimant and Oppen-109
heim, 2006a,b].110
This paper develops a kinetic theory of the plasma formed around a fast-descending111
meteoroid. Based on this theory, in a companion paper, we calculate the 3-D spatial structure112
of the near-meteoroid plasma density required for interpretation of radar head echoes. Fu-113
ture publications will include a more detailed theoretical analysis, computer simulations, and114
discussion of implications for real meteors and comparisons with radar observations.115
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the physical conditions of116
the actual meteors in atmosphere and our choice of the relevant theoretical assumptions. In117
section 3 we formulate the kinetic equation with the appropriate collisional operator, while118
in section 4 we describe the general approach to its solution. In section 5 we calculate the119
distribution function of the primary, i.e., ablated meteoric particles that have not yet expe-120
rienced any collisions with the dense atmosphere. In section 6 we calculate the distribution121
function of the secondary particles (newly born ions and singly-scattered neutrals). This sec-122
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tion describes the kinetics of almost all near-meteoroid ions and is central to the paper. In123
section 7 we summarize our objectives and findings. Appendix provides some mathematical124
details related to section 6.125
2 Physical conditions and principal theoretical assumptions126
In this section, we analyze physical conditions of the meteor plasma formation and127
justify our theoretical approximations. Readers who are not interested in this justification can128
proceed directly to section 3.129
A fast descending meteoroid creates around itself a strong disturbance which we will130
call the ‘near-meteoroid sheath.’ It includes several components: (1) the ‘primary,’ mostly131
neutral, particles ablating from the meteoroid surface and continuing their free ballistic mo-132
tion until they collide with atmospheric molecules; (2) collisionally scattered and ionized133
particles of both meteoric and atmospheric materials; (3) free electrons released during the134
ionizing collisions. This paper develops the kinetics of the heavy particles of components (1)135
and (2).136
Our analytical approach assumes that the kinetic energy of the ablated atoms in the rest137
frame of the atmosphere greatly exceeds the thermal energy of the ablated atoms and this138
greatly exceeds the thermal energy of the neutral atmosphere. Hence,139
TA  TM  mA,MU
2
2
, (1)140
where TA is the undisturbed atmospheric temperature, TM < 1 eV is the characteristic tem-141
perature of the ablated meteoric particles (both in the energy units), mA,M ∼ (30–50) amu are142
the corresponding molecular or atomic masses, andU = | ~U | is the meteoroid speed. It also143
assumes a tiny meteoroid, much smaller than any other scales in the system, such that,144
rM  λ  H, L. (2)145
where rM is the average meteoroid radius, λ is the characteristic length scale of the near-146
meteoroid sheath (of order of the collisional mean free path), and H is the scale height of147
atmosphere, and L is a characteristic length scale of spatial variations along the meteoroid148
trajectory such as the meteoroid velocity, −~U, temperature, and material composition.149
The inequality rM  λ precludes small meteoroids from forming shock waves. The in-150
equalities λ  H, L, suggest a simple adiabatic approach when over the characteristic length151
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of the near-meteoroid sheath ∼ λ at a given altitude h, we can treat the atmosphere as a uni-152
form gas with the local density nA and constant meteoroid parameters. Differential ablation153
[von Zahn et al., 1999; Vondrak et al., 2008; Janches et al., 2009] and meteoric fragmenta-154
tion [Kero et al., 2008; Roy et al., 2009; Mathews et al., 2010] might in principle break this155
gradual adiabatic behavior. However, these processes present no real challenge to our theory.156
Additionally, we will assume that the sheath particles collide almost exclusively with157
the undisturbed neutral atmosphere of a given density and composition, rather than between158
themselves. For simplicity, we will also assume that the undisturbed neutral atmosphere in-159
cludes only one atmospheric species with the known density, nA(h), mean molecular mass,160
mA, and given velocity-dependent collision frequency. We will also neglect inelastic colli-161
sions with the energy losses, ∆Ein . 10 eV, compared to162
mA,MU2
2
≈ 140 eV
( mA,M
30 amu
) ( U
30 km/s
)2
. (3)163
We will initially include ∆Ein for estimates and future references, but in the rest of our theory164
we will neglect it.165
Our most serious assumption is that between consecutive collisions ions are weakly166
affected by fields and have almost straight-line ballistic trajectories as do neutral particles. In167
this paper, we neglect completely the electric and magnetic fields on the ion orbits. This can168
be justified by considering the electron dynamics. Electrons released during the collisional169
ionization of neutral particles form the vast majority of free electrons around the descending170
meteoroid. Their characteristic kinetic energy, Ee, is typically below a few electronvolts with171
the corresponding electron speed given by172
Ve =
√
2Ee
me
≈ 1.3 × 103 km/s
( Ee
5 eV
)1/2
,173
where me is the electron mass. This speed far exceeds the hypersonic meteoroid speed of174
U . 70 km/s, so that after release from a neutral particle, the electron could travel long175
distances away from the meteoroid unless it is confined by the geomagnetic field, ~B, and an176
electrostatic field, ~E = −∇Φ. At altitudes & 80 km electrons are highly magnetized with the177
characteristic Larmor radius given by178
ρe ≈ 0.3m
( Ee
5 eV
)1/2 (2.5 × 10−5 T
B
)
,179
where 2.5 × 10−5 T is the typical value of the magnetic intensity, B = | ~B |, at the geomagnetic180
equator. Such relatively small values of ρe force the newly born electrons to remain practi-181
cally attached to the original magnetic field line (in the Earth’s frame), but these electrons182
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still could travel freely along ~B. However, as electrons move away from the much slower ions183
they immediately create a charge separation that builds up for them a retarding electrostatic184
barrier. The corresponding ambipolar electric field is the main force that distorts the orbits of185
free ions.186
We can estimate this potential barrier by assuming a Maxwellian electron velocity187
distribution with the uniform effective temperature, Te, in the few-electronvolts range (e.g.,188
Te ∼ 3 eV). This velocity distribution translates to the Boltzmann distribution of the electron189
density, ne (~r1)/ne (~r2) ' n0 exp(e∆Φ/Te), where ne (~r1,2) are the electron densities in two190
different locations and ∆Φ = Φ(~r1) − Φ(~r2) is the corresponding potential difference. The191
built-up ambipolar electrostatic field, ~E = −∇Φ, retards electrons but accelerates ions. As-192
suming the quasi-neutrality, ne ' ni , we can easily estimate the potential difference between193
a given location inside the dense electron sheath and its edge. Loosely defining this edge194
by setting the meteor-plasma density to be of order of the background ionospheric density,195
nionos, to a logarithmic accuracy we obtain196
e∆Φ ' Te ln ninionos . (4)197
Assuming the meteor plasma to be a few orders of magnitude denser than the background198
ionosphere, we obtain that e∆Φ . 30 eV. Since this e∆Φ is noticeably smaller than the199
characteristic ion kinetic energy Ei ∼ miU2/2 given by equation (3) then to a zero-order200
approximation we can neglect the ~E-effect on ions.201
There is an additional field that can affect the ion trajectories. If the descending me-202
teoroid with the velocity −~U crosses the magnetic field ~B then in its frame ~B induces the203
dynamo electric field ~E = ~U × ~B. At the altitudes of 80 km . h < 120 km, ions are almost204
unmagnetized due to frequent collisions with the atmosphere, Ωi  νi , where Ωi is the ion205
gyrofrequency. The characteristic size of the near-meteoroid plasma sheath, λ, is of order of206
the ion mean free path, λ . U/νi . Then the corresponding potential difference across the207
sheath is e∆Φ ∼ eEλ . (Ωi/νi) miU2  Ei . Thus the induced electric field is also relatively208
weak.209
In this paper we neglect ~E completely and assume the sheath electrons to roughly fol-210
low the Boltzmann distribution with quasi-neutrality. This closes the kinetic description of211
ions and allows ignoring the geomagnetic field, ~B. This in turn leads to the axial symmetry212
around the straight-line meteoroid trajectory. We will improve our theoretical model in future213
by using computer simulations.214
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To conclude this section, we note that most ions should originate from the ablated215
meteoric particles due to their lower ionization potential, but a certain fraction of the atmo-216
sphere can also be collisionally ionized. Additionally, particles ablating from the meteoroid217
surface should be mostly neutral, but a small fraction of them could be ionized. The general218
kinetic framework of this paper encompasses all these possibilities.219
3 Formulation of the kinetic problem220
The description of the near-meteoroid sheath around a descending meteoroid requires a221
kinetic theory for two main reasons: (1) the characteristic length scales of the near-meteoroid222
sheath are of order of the collisional mean free paths and (2) the two colliding velocity distri-223
butions – the ablative flow from the meteoroid surface and the impinging neutral atmosphere224
– are shifted with respect to each other by a huge hypersonic velocity, ~U. According to (1),225
the near-meteoroid sheath forms a marginally collisional structure. It includes mostly the226
‘primary’ (ablated) particles that travel freely before suffering their first collision and the227
‘secondary’ particles, i.e., particles scattered or ionized only once since the original abla-228
tion. According to (2), after one or two collisions the two impinging flows redistribute their229
huge energy difference only partially, so that the velocity distributions of the sheath parti-230
cles become neither isotropic nor Maxwellian. No fluid model can adequately describe such231
distributions.232
The primary interest of this paper lies in the near-meteoroid plasma, but because we233
neglect field effects, as described in section 2, the kinetic framework of this paper does not234
distinguish between the near-meteoroid plasma and the neutral sheath. Between consecutive235
collisions, all heavy meteoric particles move over straight-line ballistic trajectories, although236
the ion-neutral collisions differ from the neutral-neutral collisions. We presume given ex-237
pressions for each collisional cross-section. Apart from these specific expressions, the sheath238
ions and neutral particles are described by the same general equations.239
Now we consider a group of the sheath particles with the given material and charge240
state. This group is characterized by the velocity distribution f (~V,~r), so that the correspond-241
ing particle and flux densities are given by n =
∫
f (~V,~r)d3V and ~Γ =
∫
f (~V,~r)~Vd3V ,242
respectively. We do not index variables with the explicit group identifiers because the gen-243
eral equations written below are applicable to any group. We will develop our kinetic theory244
based on the collisional kinetic equation derived in Appendix A. This equation generalizes245
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the standard kinetic equation with the Boltzmann collision operator [Huang, 1987; Lifshitz246
and Pitaevskii, 1981] to inelastic collisions, albeit in a simplified form, as described below.247
Under stationary conditions in the meteoroid frame of reference, the initial kinetic equa-248
tion with binary collisions can be written as249
(~V · ∇) f = −ν(~V ) f + Sˆgain[ f ′]. (5)250
The left-hand side (LHS) of equation (5) describes the ballistic motion of the particles be-251
tween the consecutive collisions.252
The right-hand side (RHS) of equation (5) describes the binary collision operator. The253
first term describes the collisional “loss” from a given elementary volume of the 6D phase254
space [Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1981], d3Vd3Vβ , where ~V is the 3D vector of the meteoric par-255
ticles described by the given distribution function f , while ~Vβ is the velocity of the colliding256
partners (atmospheric particles) described by fβ , and ν(~V ) is the velocity-dependent kinetic257
collision frequency,258
ν(~V ) =
∑
β
∫
fβG (u,Λ) ud3VβdΩs ≈ 2pinA
∫ 1
−1
uG (u,Λ) dΛ, (6)259
where u = |~u| is the relative speed of the two colliding particles and Λ is the cosine of the260
corresponding scatter angle, as will be explained below. The second term in the RHS of261
equation (5) is the “gain” component of the collision operator. It is written as an integral op-262
erator Sˆgain acting on f ′, and expresses the collisional kinetic arrival at d3Vd3Vβ from other263
elementary volumes, d3V ′d3V ′β .264
Sˆgain[ f ′] =
∑
β
mmβ
(
m + mβ
)2 ∫
f ′ f ′β
(
u′
u
)
G
(
u′,Λ′
)
d3Vβd3V ′βd
3V ′265
× δ
(
m~V ′ + mβ ~V ′β − m~V − mβ ~Vβ
)
δ
(
E ′ + E ′β − E − Eβ − ∆Ein
)
(7a)266
=
∑
β
∫
f ′
(u′)2
u
G
(
u′,Λ
)
f ′βd
3V ′βdΩs, (7b)267
268
where f ′ ≡ f (~V ′), f ′β ≡ fβ (~V ′β ), and the single integral sign denotes integrations over all269
three 3D volumes of ~Vβ , ~V ′β , and ~V
′. Equation (7) generalizes the corresponding part of the270
Boltzmann collision operator [Huang, 1987; Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1981; Shkarofsky et al.,271
1966] to non-elastic collisions. Each of its components will be defined and explained in the272
next few pages.273
In the general case, the summation over β should include all collision partners de-274
scribed by fβ or f ′β , even the given particles described by f . However, since we neglect col-275
lisions between meteoric particles, the subscript β in equations (5)–(7) pertains exclusively276
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to the atmospheric particles. This makes integro-differential equation (5) linear with respect277
to f .278
The left inequality of equation (1) allows approximating atmospheric particles in the279
meteoroid frame by a monoenergetic beam with the δ-function velocity distribution,280
fA ≈ nAδ(~V − ~U). (8)281
The last, approximate, equality in equation (6) uses equation (8) where nA(h(t)) is the given282
local atmospheric density at an altitude h crossed by the meteoroid at a given moment t.283
The linear character of kinetic equation (5) allows one to treat each group of colliding284
particles separately with separate terms like in equations (6) and (7), each responsible for285
a given kind of collision processes. These processes should include all elastic and inelastic286
collisions with the atmosphere, e.g., collisional ionization of meteoric atoms or elastic scat-287
tering of the corresponding ions. The ionization part of the ‘loss’ term for neutrals becomes288
the corresponding ‘gain’ term for the newly born ions.289
In equation (7), G (u′,Λ) = dσ/dΩs is the differential cross-section taken as a function290
of frame-invariant variables, such as u′ = |~u′ | and291
Λ ≡ cosΘs = ~u · ~u
′
uu′
. (9)292
Here ~u′ = ~V ′ − ~V ′β and ~u = ~V − ~Vβ are the relative velocities of the two colliding particles293
before and after the collision, respectively; in equation (7) all primes denote particle veloci-294
ties before the collision, ~V ′, ~V ′β → ~V, ~Vβ . The scattering angle Θs in equation (9) is defined295
as the polar angle of ~u′ in the spherical system with the major axis directed along ~u. In the296
absence of strong external fields, the colliding molecules are on average unpolarized, hence297
we assume G to be independent of the second, i.e., axial, scattering angle, Φs. In the general298
case of inelastic collisions with the collisional loss of the total kinetic energy ∆Ein, u′ and u299
are related as300
u′ =
(
u2 +
2∆Ein
M
)1/2
. (10)301
where M = mmβ/(m + mβ ) is the reduced mass of the two colliding particles.302
Equation (7) shows two equivalent forms of Sˆgain[ f ′]. Equation (7a) gives a probabilis-303
tic form that precedes the conventional Boltzmann form [Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1981] (in304
the strict sense, the latter is only applicable to elastic collisions). We will employ the form305
(7a) because it allows for a more accurate account of inelastic collisions and, more impor-306
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tantly, this form will enable us to obtain an explicit analytic solution for the velocity distribu-307
tion of the secondary particles (see section 6). Equation (7b) allows us to verify conservation308
of the total number of colliding particles,309 ∫
Sˆgain[ f ′]d3V ′ =
∫
ν(~V ) f d3V . (11)310
According to equation (5), this leads to the stationary continuity equation:311
∇ · ~J = 0. (12)312
Equations (11) and (12) directly apply to particle scattering without ionization. If inelastic313
collisions involve ionization, i.e., a partial conversion of one group (neutral particles) to an-314
other group (ions) then equations (11) and (12) can be easily extended.315
In equation (7a), the δ-functions in the integrand express the conservation of the total316
particle energy (there E ≡ mV 2/2 and Eβ ≡ mβV 2β /2) and momentum of all colliding parti-317
cles during one collision act. In the center-of-mass frame, m~V + mβ ~Vβ = m~V ′ + mβ ~V ′β = 0,318
we easily express the individual particle velocities in terms of ~u, ~u′ as319
~V =
mβ~u
m + mβ
, ~Vβ = − m~um + mβ ,320
~V ′ =
mβ~u′
m + mβ
, ~V ′β = −
m~u′
m + mβ
, (13)321
322
so that323
E + Eβ =
Mu2
2
, E ′ + E ′β =
M (u′)2
2
. (14)324
Equation (13) yields the relation d3V ′ = [m/(m + mβ )]3 (u′)2 du′dΩs, which helps check the325
equivalence of the two forms of Sˆgain[ f ′]. Equation (14), along with the energy conservation,326
yields equation (10).327
Strictly speaking, the integrals in (5) should also include summations over discrete en-328
ergies of the internal degrees of freedom (for inelastic scattering) and continuous integrations329
over the kinetic energies of the released free electron (for ionizing collisions). For simplicity,330
however, we consider only one average discrete energy loss, ∆Ein. For example, for ionizing331
collisions, we set ∆Ein = I + 〈Ee〉, where I is the ionization potential potential and 〈Ee〉 is332
the average kinetic energy of the released electrons. For the present treatment, the imposed333
inaccuracy is not important because the corresponding energy losses (usually < 10 eV) are334
small compared to the typical kinetic energies of the colliding heavy particles, as discussed335
in section 2. When obtaining analytic solutions of the kinetic equation, we will neglect ∆Ein,336
making inelastic processes essentially equivalent to the elastic ones. This is even more so337
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for the total momentum changes associated with the release of a free electron after an ion-338
izing collision. We have not even included such momentum changes, Pin, in the argument339
of the corresponding δ-function because the relative momentum changes are much smaller340
than the corresponding relative energy changes, Pin/(mV ) . (me/m)
[
∆Ein/(mV 2/2)
]
341
∆Ein/(mV 2/2).342
Collisions of meteor particles with atmospheric molecules have a twofold effect: they343
scatter and ionize the meteoroid particles, and at the same time they scatter the atmospheric344
molecules and can even ionize the latter, albeit with a smaller efficiency. On a par with the345
meteoric particles, the scattered atmospheric molecules and the corresponding molecular346
ions could also be included as separate kinetic groups with the corresponding velocity dis-347
tributions. However, the relative number of scattered atmospheric molecules is so low com-348
pared to the total amount of undisturbed atmospheric particles that they will be of no interest349
to us. By contrast, the collisionally born molecular ions of atmospheric origin could in prin-350
ciple make a noticeable contribution to the near-meteoroid plasma.351
Before proceeding with the solution of equation (5), we note the following. If calcu-352
lated classically, ν defined by equation (6) diverges, unless the interaction force between the353
two colliding particles becomes exactly zero when the interparticle distance R exceeds a cer-354
tain finite value (as in hard-sphere collisions). The ‘gain’ term Sˆgain[ f ′] has the same prob-355
lem. The diverging long-distance part of G(u,Λ) corresponds to scattering through small356
angles, Θs → 0. In terms of equation (6) and (7), this means a non-integrable singularity of357
G(u,Λ) when approaching the upper integration limit of Λ = 1. In Coulomb collisions with358
the interaction potential Vint ∝ 1/R, the long-distance scattering through small angles domi-359
nates. However, if at least one of the interacting particles is neutral then the asymptotic long-360
distance interaction becomes Vint ∝ 1/Rn with n ≥ 4 [McDaniel, 1989, 1993; Kaganovich361
et al., 2006]. The corresponding scattering through small angles is no longer dominant and362
plays insignificant role in collisional changes of the particle momenta. Nonetheless, even ex-363
ponentially decreasing interactions would formally lead to the divergent total cross-section.364
More accurate quantum-mechanical calculations yield convergent ν, but they can lead to op-365
erating with physically meaningless long distances.366
We will avoid the integral divergence by noticing the following. The formally domi-367
nant contribution of small-angle scattering means that Sˆgain[ f ′] and ν(~V ) f in equation (5)368
become indefinitely large, but they must almost perfectly balance each other to provide a369
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finite difference. In collisions that involve at least one neutral particle, small-angle scatter-370
ing creates so minuscule momentum changes that they result in no perceptible phase-space371
redistributions of particles. Then by slightly regrouping the particles we can renormalize372
Sˆgain[ f ′] and ν(~V ) f in such a way that would eliminate the closely balancing large parts. In373
order to avoid a tedious renormalization procedure, we will merely assume the given cross-374
section G(u,Λ) to be a regular function of Λ. This assumption is equivalent to cutting off the375
non-essential asymptotic parts of long-distance interactions, so that ion-neutral and neutral-376
neutral collisions become in a sense similar to hard-sphere collisions.377
4 Outline of the general kinetic solution378
To solve equation (5), we will use the kinetic approach developed previously for Comp-379
ton scattering of γ-quanta propagating through dense air [Dimant et al., 2012]. We will rep-380
resent the total velocity distribution, f , as a series of partial distributions,381
f = f (1) + f (2) + f (3) + . . . , (15)382
where the superscript denotes the total number of collisions the corresponding particles ex-383
perienced since their original ablation plus one. For example, f (1) describes the sub-group384
of primary particles ablated from the meteoroid and freely propagating before they encounter385
their first collisions. The function f (2) describes a sub-group of secondary particles that ex-386
perienced exactly one collision since their original ablation. This sub-group includes neu-387
tral particles scattered once and newly-born ions originated during an ionizing collision of388
a primary particle with the atmosphere. The function f (3) describes a sub-group of tertiary389
particles that experienced exactly two collisions since the original ablation, and so forth.390
The linear character of kinetic equation (5) allows one to obtain a closed differential391
equation for the partial function f ( j) in terms of f ( j−1) ,392
(~V · ∇) f ( j) + ν( j) (u) f ( j) = Sˆgain[ f ( j−1)], (16)393
where the superscripts describe the corresponding particle sub-groups and ν( j) (u) is given394
by equation (6) for the corresponding sub-group. Particle conservation requires that the colli-395
sion terms satisfy the relationship396 ∫
Sˆgain[ f ( j−1)]d3V =
∫
ν( j) (u) f ( j)d3V, (17)397
similar to (11). Equation (17) is useful for checking the solutions.398
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The only preferred direction in the meteoroid frame is the velocity of the impinging405
atmospheric beam, ~U . We will represent ~U vertically directed, as in Figure 2. In real space,
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Figure 2. Nomenclature of spatial coordinates and velocity variables. The spatial variables R = | ~R|, θ, ϕ
denote the radius and two angles of the spherical coordinate system with the origin at the meteoroid center
and the major axis anti-parallel to the meteoroid velocity shown on the left. All other variables pertain to
the particle velocity space: V = |~V | is the particle speed, ϑ is the polar angle of ~V with respect to the local
axis parallel to ~U, Φ is the axial angle measured from the common ~U-~R plane; Θ is the polar angle of ~V with
respect to the local radial distance ~R.
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400
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we will use the spherical coordinate system characterized by the radial distance R measured407
from the meteoroid center, the polar angle θ with respect to the major axis aligned with ~U,408
and the corresponding axial angle ϕ, as shown in Figure 2.409
Equation (16) with the given RHS can be solved by characteristics. However, in the413
velocity space we should use variables that remain invariant along the ballistic particle tra-414
jectories and at the same time employ the assumed symmetry. We will use variables V , R0415
and Φ, where V is the particle speed, R0 = R sinΘ, while Θ and Φ are respectively the polar416
and axial angles corresponding to the local spherical system in the velocity space with the417
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major axis aligned with ~R. Here ~R is the spatial radius-vector measured from the meteoroid418
center. The variable R0 is the minimum distance between the straight-line trajectory of a par-419
ticle and the meteoroid center, as shown in Figure 3. This variable can also be interpreted as420
a renormalized absolute value of the particle angular momentum.
R
R
?
1R
1R
?
Figure 3. A particle trajectory crossing a sphere of a given radial distance R from the meteoroid center.
Here ε is the meteoroid radius and R0 is the minimum distance from the meteoroid center to the trajectory.
When an incoming particle (dr/dt < 0, σR = −1) crosses R0 it becomes outgoing (dr/dt > 0, σR = +1).
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For the primary particles, j = 1, the RHS of equation (16) is zero, so that the solu-422
tion for f (1) is determined only by the boundary conditions on the meteoroid surface and the423
collisional losses described by ν(1) (u). For arbitrary j > 1, the solutions for f ( j) can be ob-424
tained recursively, starting from f (1) . The problem is, however, that Sˆgain[ f ( j−1)] defined by425
equation (7a) involves multiple integrations, so that the mathematical complexity of finding426
f ( j) increases dramatically with each following j.427
Fortunately, the physics of plasma formed around a fast moving meteoroid allows cut-428
ting the infinite chain of equation (16) at a specific sub-group with j = k ≥ 2. The rest429
of the particles can be included in f (k) by dropping the second (loss) term in the LHS of430
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equation (16), ν( j) f ( j) . This will automatically provide the particle conservation. Dropping431
ν( j) f ( j) will also simplify the solution. The downside of including f ( j) with j > k to f (k)432
is that the scattered ions with j > k will appear closer to the meteor plasma forefront than433
they actually are. However, this error will become noticeable only at large distances from the434
meteoroid, R & λ (k)  λ (1) , where this plasma is mostly inconsequential for the radar head435
echo.436
Indeed, in the meteoroid frame, particles forming f (1) collide with atmospheric parti-443
cles that have a huge velocity, ~V ≈ ~U . As a result, the secondary particles described by f (2)444
have velocities oriented such that their projection onto the ~U-line is almost exclusively in the445
~U-direction. As j increases further, the core of the corresponding velocity distribution in the446
meteoroid frame shifts closer to ~U . In the atmospheric frame, this means that multiply scat-447
tered particles will gradually slow and cool down with the core of the corresponding particle448
population in the real space lagging behind the fast-descending meteoroid and forming the449
extended trail. Thus the near-meteoroid sheath is mostly formed by particles with the lowest450
j = 1, 2, although a small fraction of each population remains in every location. Figure 4451
shows schematically such spatial distribution. The distributions f (1,2) should dominate at452
the forefront of the near-meteoroid sheath, but behind the meteoroid there is no clear inter-453
face between the near-meteoroid sheath and extended trail. For our purposes, however, this is454
unimportant because head-echo radar scattering is determined mostly by the frontal and side455
edges of the near-meteoroid plasma and less so by the elongated trail behind it. Notice that456
as described below the characteristic length scale of particle populations with n ≥ 2 is much457
larger than that of the primary particles, λ (n)  λ (1) .458
In this paper, we restrict our kinetic theory to the two lowest-order functions f (1,2) that459
describe the primary and secondary particles that include all higher-order local sub-groups460
in f (2) through dropping in equation (16) the ν(2) f (2) term. This approximation will describe461
the spatial and velocity distribution of all near-meteoroid ions with sufficient accuracy.462
5 Velocity distribution of the primary particles463
If we neglect direct sputtering of the meteoroid by the impinging atmospheric flow464
then the velocity distribution of particles ablating from the meteoroid is fully determined by465
its structure, material composition, and temperature. Since we assume a spherical meteoroid466
with the radius rM and uniform temperature TM, the spatial distribution of the primary par-467
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Figure 4. A cartoon of core spatial distributions of the primary (1), secondary (2), and tertiary (3) parti-
cles in the meteoroid frame of reference. The core distributions of the higher-order particle sub-groups are
shifted farther away from the meteoroid in the direction of ~U (i.e., opposite to the meteoroid velocity). The
spherically symmetric core distribution of the primary particles (with the effective radius ∼ λ (1)) occupies a
much smaller volume than the core distributions of all other sub-groups. Primary particles are almost entirely
neutral, while all other groups include scattered neutrals and ions.
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438
439
440
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442
ticles will also be spherically symmetric. The ablated particles initially keep their thermal468
equilibrium, so that on the meteoroid surface, R = rM, they obey a Maxwellian distribution469
with the temperature TM. Since we can linearly combine many sources of the ablating parti-470
cles, we consider one species with the mass Mmet and given density n0,471
f (1) R=rM = F0 (V )H (cosΘ) , F0 (V ) = 2n0(2pi)3/2 V 3T exp *,− V
2
2V 2T
+- . (18)472
Here VT = (TM/Mmet)1/2 is the thermal velocity of the ablating gas, Θ is the polar angle in473
the velocity space measured from the local radius-vector ~R on the meteoroid surface, and474
H (x) is the Heaviside step-function (H (x) = 1 if x ≥ 0 and H (x) = 0 otherwise). This475
step-function expresses the fact that ablating particles leaving the meteoroid can move only476
outward from the its surface. The corresponding radial flux density near the meteoroid sur-477
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face is (JR)0 =
∫
f (1) R=rM (V cosΘ) d3V = √2/pi n0VT ≈ 0.8n0VT . The parameters n0, or478
(JR)0, and TM can be taken from various ablation models, such as CAMOD [Vondrak et al.,479
2008] and others [Furman, 1960, 1961; Lebedinets and Shushkova, 1970; Lebedinets et al.,480
1973; Sorasio et al., 2001; Mendis et al., 2005; Dyrud et al., 2005; Campbell-Brown and481
Close, 2007; Berezhnoy and Borovička, 2010].482
At arbitrary distances from the meteoroid center, R, the solution for f (1) can be ob-483
tained separately in two overlapped regions: the closer distances rM ≤ R  λ (1) , where484
the mean free path for the primary particles, λ (1) , is defined by equation (20), and the far-485
ther distances, R  rM, that include R & λ (1) . In the former region, the primary par-486
ticles experience essentially no collisions so that f (1) is given by equation (18), where the487
local variable Θ should be expressed in terms of the invariant variable R0 = R sinΘ. At far-488
ther distances, f (1) starts experiencing collisional losses, but the particles propagate mostly489
along the local radius-vector ~R. As a result, we have to solve equation (16) without the RHS,490
(~V ·∇) f (1) + ν(1) (u) f (1) = 0 with ~V ·∇ ≈ V (∂/∂R). After finding the corresponding solution,491
matching the two expressions in the overlap, rM  R  λ (1) , and expressing the invariant492
variable R0 back in terms of the local variable Θ for the given location ~R, we obtain493
f (1) ≈ 2n0
(2pi)3/2 V 3T
H
*..,cosΘ −
√
1 − r
2
M
R2
+//- exp
*,− V
2
2V 2T
− R
λ (1)
+- , (19)494
where the mean free path for the primary particles, λ (1) , is given by495
λ (1) (V ) =
V
ν(1)
, ν(1) ≈ 2pinAU
∫ 1
−1
G (U,Λ) dΛ. (20)496
Here we have taken into account the fact that V ∼ VT  U, so that u ≈ U. Equation (20)497
shows that the collision frequency ν(1) is approximately constant and λ (1) ∝ V , i.e., faster498
primary particles move farther away from the meteoroid before being collisionally scattered499
or ionized. Since V  U, the mean free path of the primary particles, λ (1) (V ), is much500
shorter than the mean free paths for all other sub-groups with V ∼ U , but is still many orders501
of magnitude longer than the meteoroid radius, rM.502
6 Velocity distribution of the secondary particles503
The group of secondary particles, f (2) , includes most ions of the near-meteoroid plasma.504
Calculation of f (2) is more complicated than f (1) and is the central topic of this paper.505
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After cutting the infinite chain described by equation (16) at k = 2 and dropping the506
corresponding loss term, the closed kinetic equation for f (2) becomes507
(~V · ∇) f (2) = Sˆgain[ f (1)]. (21)508
In order to obtain the explicit analytical expression for f (2) , we have to calculate Sˆgain[ f (1)]509
and then integrate it over the characteristics of equation (21). Before proceeding, we will510
first discuss individual collisions of primary particles with an almost monoenergetic beam511
of atmospheric molecules. This analysis will suggest a relevant approximation of Sˆgain[ f (1)]512
that will eventually lead us to a proper analytic solution for f (2) .513
6.1 Collisions of individual primary particles with the atmosphere514
Consider an individual collision of a primary meteoric particle with a cold atmospheric515
particle. Before the collision, the meteoric-particle velocity in the meteoroid frame was ~V ′,516
while the atmospheric molecule velocity in the same frame was ~V ′β = ~U. Given the meteoric517
particle velocity after the collision, ~V , and applying the momentum conservation, we obtain518
the atmospheric-molecule velocity immediately after the collision:519
~Vβ =
m
mβ
(~V ′ − ~q), ~q ≡ ~V − mβ
~U
m
(22)520
(the reason for introducing ~q will become clear in section 6.2). From this point on, we will521
neglect inelastic losses of energy, so that u = u′. Rewriting the latter as u2− (u′)2 = (~u + ~u′) ·522 (
~u − ~u′) = 0 with ~u ≡ ~V − ~Vβ , ~u′ ≡ ~V ′ − ~V ′β = ~V ′ − ~U , and using equation (22) for ~Vβ , we523
obtain524 [(
1 +
m
mβ
)
~V +
(
1 − m
mβ
)
~V ′ − 2~U
]
· (~V − ~V ′) = 0. (23)525
As discussed above, before the collision a typical primary-particle speed, V ′ ∼ (2TM/mM)1/2,526
was small compared toU. Then to the zeroth-order accuracy corresponding to ~V ′ → 0 equa-527
tion (23) yields528
V ≈ VQ (µ) ≡ 2µmβUm + mβ , (24)529
where µ ≡ cos ϑ = ~V · ~U/(VU) and ϑ is the polar angle of the particle velocity with respect to530
the ~U direction, as shown in Figure 2. According to equation (24), the ~V ′ → 0 approximation531
allows only positive values of µ: 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 (pi/2 ≥ ϑ ≥ 0). Under this approximation,532
the relative velocities of the colliding particles and the cosine of the corresponding scattering533
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angle, Λ = cosΘs, are given by534
~u′ ≈ −~U, ~u ≈
(
1 +
m
mβ
)
~V − ~U,535
u′ = u ≈ U, Λ = ~u
′ · ~u
u2
≈ 1 − 2µ2. (25)536
537
Unlike µ, the scattering parameter Λ spans the entire domain between 1 and −1 (0 ≤ Θs ≤538
pi).539
The speed of the secondary particles, V , reaches its maximum value, Vmax ≈ 2mβU/
(
m + mβ
)
,540
for µ = 1 corresponding to the backward scatter, Θs = pi (Λ = −1). In the opposite limit of541
small-angle scattering, Θs → 0 (Λ → 1), equations (24) and (25) yield µ,V → 0. In this542
limit, however, the approximation of ~V ′ → 0 is inaccurate. In reality, particles scattered543
through small angles acquire, after a collision, not a zero but a small speed, V ∼ V ′  U,544
with arbitrary ϑ. Equation (23) accounts for all cases, but fully neglecting ~V ′ does not work545
if Θs . [(m + mβ )/(2mβ)]V ′/U when V and V ′ become comparable. However, under condi-546
tions when slow primary particles collide with extremely fast-moving atmospheric particles,547
the small-angle collisions retaining the slow speed of the primary particles, V ∼ V ′  U,548
are so rare that they make no tangible contribution to the total velocity distribution of the549
secondary particles. This allows one to neglect small-angle scattering and employ equa-550
tions (24)–(25) everywhere, regardless of the inaccuracy near Λ = 1 (µ = 0).551
The fact that the zero-order approximation with respect to V ′/U  1 yields the one-to-553
one correspondence between V and µ given by equation (24) leads to the following important554
consequence. The 3-D velocity distribution of the secondary particles is concentrated within555
a thin spherical shell around V = VQ (µ), as illustrated schematically by Figure 5. The cor-556
responding sphere is shifted in the ~U-direction by its radius, Vmax/2 = mβU/(m + mβ). As557
discussed above, near the lowest edge where the shell is tangential to the plane Vz ≡ µV = 0,558
the entire approximation leading to equation (24) is inaccurate. However, the contribution559
of this edge to the entire velocity distribution is so small that we will ignore it. The function560
f (2) (~V ) is non-uniformly distributed over the spherical shell, but for the moment this is of no561
importance.562
In section 6.2 below, we will need a better accuracy than equation (24) provides. Lin-563
earizing equation (23) over ~V ′, to first-order accuracy with respect to V ′/U  1, we obtain564
2~U · ~V −
(
1 +
m
mβ
)
V 2 + 2 *,m
~V
mβ
− ~U+- · ~V ′ ≈ 0.565
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
Figure 5. Shell-like structure of f (2) (schematic view of a meridional cross-section of the spherical shell).552
This relation allows expressing small deviations of V from VQ (µ) in terms of the relatively566
small velocities ~V ′,567
V − VQ (µ) = m(~q ·
~V ′)
mβµU
, (26)568
where ~q is defined in equation (22).569
Using these findings, we will construct an accurate approximation for Sˆgain[ f (1)] given570
below by equation (33) that will dramatically simplify the solution for f (2) .571
6.2 Calculation of Sˆgain[ f (1)]572
In order to calculate the RHS of equation (21) in the employed elastic approximation,573
u′ = u, we will use for Sˆgain[ f (1)] equation (7a) with ∆Ein = 0. This unconventional form574
of the collisional operator will allow us to avoid complexities associated with expressing the575
angular arguments of f (1) in terms of the two scattering angles, Θs and Φs. We will calcu-576
late Sˆgain[ f (1)] at a given location, characterized by the radius-vector ~R, using local velocity577
variables convenient for the integrations but not necessarily invariants of the collisionless578
motion.579
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After integration over d3Vβ and elimination of the momentum conservation δ-function,580
equation (7a) reduces to581
Sˆgain[ f (1)] = nAm
(
1 +
m
mβ
)2 ∫
f (1) (V ′,Ω′)582
× G (u,Λ) δ *,E ′ +
mβU2
2
− E − Eβ+- (V ′)2 dV ′dΩ′,583584
where Ω′ is the solid angle in the ~V ′-space.585
In this velocity space, we introduce an ad hoc spherical system with the major axis586
parallel to ~R. The corresponding variables characterizing ~V ′ are V ′, Θ′, Φ′, where Θ′ and587
Φ′ are the polar and axial angles respectively, so that dΩ′ = d(cosΘ′)dΦ′. To eliminate588
the remaining δ-function, instead of a seemingly natural integration over V ′, we will first589
integrate over Φ′ (the benefit of this integration will become clear later). This yields590
Sˆgain[ f (1)] = mnA
(
1 +
m
mβ
)2 ∑
i
∫
f (1) (V ′,Ω′)G (u,Λ) (V ′)2 dV ′d(cosΘ′)∂Eβ/∂Φ′Φ′=Φ′i , (27)591
where the i-summation is over all roots of the energy-conservation equation E ′ + mβU2/2 −592
E − Eβ (Φ′) = 0 and the derivatives ∂Eβ/∂Φ′ should be calculated before applying this593
energy conservation. To express Eβ in terms of Φ′, we use equation (22) that has followed594
only from the momentum conservation. This yields595
Eβ =
m~V 2β
2
=
m2
mβ
 (
~V ′)2
2
− ~V ′ · ~q + q
2
2
 , q ≡ ~q , (28)596
where the only Φ′-dependent term is −~V ′ · ~q. To find the Φ′-dependence, we express ~V ′ =597
(eˆR cosΘ′ + eˆΘ sinΘ′ cosΦ′ + eˆΦ sinΘ′ sinΦ′)V ′ and ~q = (eˆR cosΘq + eˆΘ sinΘq cosΦq +598
eˆΦ sinΘq sinΦq)q, where eˆR,Θ,Φ are the mutually orthogonal base vectors (each unit vector599
is in the direction of the corresponding coordinate variation). Denoting the angle between ~V ′600
and ~q as Ψ, we obtain601
cosΨ =
~V ′ · ~q
V ′q
= cosΘ′ cosΘq + sinΘ′ sinΘq cos(Φ′ − Φq). (29)602
Equations (28) and (29) yield ∂Eβ/∂Φ′ = (m2/mβ) |∂(~V ′·~q)/∂Φ′ | = (m2V ′q/mβ) sinΘ′ sinΘq sin(Φ′ − Φq).603
The energy-conservation equation, E ′ + mβU2/2 − E − Eβ (Φ′i) = 0, has exactly two roots604
Φ′i , i = 1, 2, whose specific values are inconsequential for determining
∂Eβ/∂Φ′Φ′=Φ′i . Then605
using equation (29), we obtain606
2∑
i=1
(· · · )∂Eβ/∂Φ′Φ′=Φ′i =
2mβ (· · · )
m2V ′q
√
S
, (30)607
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where the factor ‘2’ has originated from the summation over the two roots Φ′i and the func-608
tion S is given by609
S ≡ sinΘ′ sinΘq sin(Φ′ − Φq)2610
=
[
cos(Θq − Θ′) − cosΨ
]
×
[
cosΨ − cos(Θq + Θ′)
]
. (31)611
612
Combining equations (27) and (30), we obtain613
Sˆgain[ f (1)] =
2
(
m + mβ
)2
nA
mmβq
"
f (1) (V ′,Ω′)G(u,Λ)√
S
V ′dV ′d(cosΘ′). (32)614
Until this point, all expressions related to Sˆgain[ f (1)] were exact and have not used the615
smallness of V ′/U discussed in section 6.1, but now we will use it. To the zero-order accu-616
racy with respect to V ′/U, according to equation (25), we have u ≈ U and Λ = cosΘsc ≈617
1 − 2µ2. To the same zeroth order, we have the approximate one-to-one correspondence be-618
tween V and µ described by equation (24). This correspondence means that the collisional619
source of secondary particles, Sˆgain[ f (1)], has an approximate δ-function dependence,620
Sˆgain[ f (1)] ≈ Kδ
(
V − VQ (µ)
)
, K =
∫ ∞
0
Sˆgain[ f (1)]dV, (33)621
that corresponds to an infinitely thin shell distribution discussed in section 6.1 and illustrated622
in Figure 5. However, calculating the factor K requires better accuracy. According to equa-623
tions (32) and (33), we have624
K ≈
2
(
m + mβ
)2
nAG
(
U, 1 − 2µ2
)
mmβq
∫ ∞
0
dV
"
f (1)√
S
V ′dV ′d
(
cosΘ′
)
625
=
4
(
m + mβ
)2
nAn0G
(
U, 1 − 2µ2
)
(2pi)3/2 mmβqV 3T
(34)626
×
∫ ∞
0
dV
"
H
*..,cosΘ
′ −
√
1 − r
2
M
R2
+//- exp
− (V
′)2
2V 2T
− ν
(1)R
V ′
 V
′dV ′d (cosΘ′)√
S
.627
628
To proceed with the triple integration, we have to first relate V and cosΨ defined by equa-629
tion (29) and contained in the expression for S, as defined by equation (31). Only this step630
requires the first-order expansion with respect to small V ′/U; for anything else it suffices to631
use the zero-order relation of V = VQ (µ). Given ~q, equation (26) relates the speed difference632
(V − VQ) to the primary-particle velocities ~V ′:633
cosΨ =
~q · ~V ′
qV ′
≈
mβµ
(
V − VQ
)
U
mqV ′
, (35)634
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so that dV = [mqV ′/(mβµU)]d (cosΨ). This yields an interim expression for K :635
K ≈
4nAn0G
(
U, 1 − 2µ2
)
(2pi)3/2 µV 3TU
(
1 +
m
mβ
)2
636
×
∫ ∞
0
exp *,− (V
′)2
2V 2T
− ν
(1)R
V ′
+- (V ′)2 dV ′637
×
"
H
*..,cosΘ
′ −
√
1 − r
2
M
R2
+//-
d(cosΘ′)d(cosΨ)√
S
,638
639
where the double integration should be performed over the entire 2-D area of positive S.640
First, we integrate over cosΨ. Using equation (31), we obtain
∫ cos(Θq−Θ′)cos(Θq+Θ′) d (cosΨ) /√S =641
pi. This exact relation holds even if the two integration limits are infinitesimally close to each642
other (|Θ′ | → 0). Then, integrating over cosΘ′, we obtain643
K (µ, R) ≈
√
2
pi
nAn0G
(
U, 1 − 2µ2
)
µU
(
1 +
m
mβ
)2 *..,1 −
√
1 − r
2
M
R2
+//- Z (η)644
≈
2nAn0G
(
U, 1 − 2µ2
)
√
3 µU
(
1 +
m
mβ
)2 1 +
(
ν(1)R
VT
)2/3645
× *..,1 −
√
1 − r
2
M
R2
+//- exp
− 32
(
ν(1)R
VT
)2/3 , (36)646
647
where in the latter, approximate, equality the dimensionless integral,648
Z (η) ≡ 1
V 3T
∫ ∞
0
exp *,− V
2
2V 2T
− ν
(1)R
V
+-V 2dV (37)649
= (2η)
3
2
∫ ∞
0
exp
[
−η
(
x2 +
2
x
)]
x2dx, η =
1
2
(
ν(1)R
VT
) 2
3
,650
651
was approximated by its R  λ (1) (η  1) asymptotic expression,652
Z |η1 ≈
√
2pi
3
(1 + 2η) e−3η . (38)653
Approximate equation (38) works reasonably well for all distances from the meteoroid cen-657
ter, even in the worst case of R  λ (1)T when approximate Z (η) exceeds the exact expression658
by a factor of 2/
√
3 ≈ 1.155, as shown in Figure 6.659
Thus the ‘gain’ term for the secondary particles, Sˆgain[ f (1)], is given by equation (33),660
where the factor K (µ, R) is given by equation (36). One can verify that Sˆgain[ f (1)] satisfies661
equation (17). Since V and µ are invariants of the particle collisionless motion, the approx-662
imate δ-function speed dependence of equation (33) translates to a similar V, µ-dependence663
for f (2) , as described in equation (41) below.664
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Figure 6. Function Z (η) defined by equation (37). The solid curve shows the result of exact computer inte-
gration, while the dashed curves show the corresponding large-η and small-η asymptotics: (1) Z |η1 given
by equation (38) and (2) Z |η1 ≈
√
pi/2 − 2√2 η 32 .
654
655
656
6.3 Integration over particle trajectories665
Having calculated the RHS of equation (21), we are ready to solve it by characteristics.666
Because the LHS of equation (21) contains spatial derivatives we should use the coordinate667
system appropriate for the assumed axial symmetry around the direction of ~U and employ668
invariant variables in the velocity space. The RHS of (21) depends only on one spatial coor-669
dinate, R, so it is convenient to use for the real space the spherical coordinate system: R, θ,670
and φ, where θ is the polar angle with respect to the ~U-direction and φ is the corresponding671
axial angle (due to the axial symmetry, there will be no φ-dependence). Positive values of672
cos θ = ( ~R · ~U)/(RU) denote locations behind the descending meteoroid, while negative673
cos θ denote locations in front of it. Similar to section 5, we will use the minimum distance674
of a given straight-line particle trajectory to the meteoroid center, R0 = R sinΘ, as one of the675
velocity-space variables that remain invariant during the particle free motion, see Figure 3.676
The entire set of these invariant variables includes V , R0, and Φ, where the axial angle Φ is677
the axial angle of ~V measured around the direction of ~R from the common ~R-~U plane. We678
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should bear in mind that the polar angle in the velocity space, Θ, measured from the local679
direction of ~R is not an invariant of the free particle motion.680
In these variables, using the approximation given by equation (33), we reduce equa-681
tion (21) without the ν(2) f (2) term to682
VR (R,V )
df (2)
dR
= K (µ, R) δ
(
V − VQ (µ)
)
, (39)683
where VQ (µ) is defined by equation (24) and K (µ, R) by equation (36). In the LHS of equa-684
tion (39), d/dR denotes the full derivative along a given particle trajectory characterized by685
V , R0, Φ, with the R-dependent local radial component of the particle velocity, VR, given by686
VR ≡ V cosΘ = σR
√
1 − R
2
0
R2
V, σR = ±1. (40)687
Here σR is an additional discrete parameter which identifies either ‘outgoing’ (dR/dt > 0,688
σR = +1) or ‘incoming’ (dR/dt < 0, σR = −1) particles, as depicted in Figure 3. The689
parameter σR remains invariant until the particle passes the minimum distance between the690
trajectory and the meteoroid center, R0. After this the negative sign of σR switches to the691
positive one, i.e., the incoming particle becomes outgoing. At a given location character-692
ized by R, θ with the given velocity-space parameters V , R0, Φ, the entire velocity distribu-693
tion is composed of two distinct partial distributions: one for the incoming particles and the694
other for the outgoing particles. They correspond to particles arriving from the two oppo-695
site directions. We will distinguish these two distributions by the corresponding subscripts,696
f (2)σR = f
(2)
± . Note that the functions f
(2)
+ and f
(2)
− can be vastly different. For example, the697
primary meteoric particles are exclusively outgoing, so that f (1)− = 0. Any incoming particles698
appear only due to collisions.699
The characteristics of equation (39) are straight-line particle trajectories characterized700
by V , R0, Φ and arriving at a given location R, θ from the direction determined by σR. To701
distinguish the fixed coordinate R from flowing coordinates along a given trajectory we will702
denote the latter by R′ with corresponding VR′ and σR′ . As discussed in section 6.1, for al-703
most the entire secondary-particle population µ = cos ϑ is positive, so that all relevant parti-704
cle trajectories start in front of the descending meteoroid sufficiently far from it, where there705
are virtually no sheath particles.706
We can write the formal solution of equation (39) as707
f (2)σR ≈
1
V
δ
(
V − 2µmβU
m + mβ
) ∫ R
∞
K (µ, R′) R′dR′
σR′
√
(R′)2 − R20
. (41)708
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where the lower integration limit denotes an infinitely far distance in front of the descending709
meteoroid. This schematic expression, however, needs a refinement associated with the fact710
that the spherical radius R′ is a non-monotonic function of the particle position along its tra-711
jectory. For the incoming particles with σR = −1, the radial distance R′ is monotonically712
decreasing, so that along the entire particle trajectory we have σR′ = −1. In contrast, for713
the outgoing particles (σR = +1) arriving at a given location R, the radial distance R′ first714
decreases (σR′ = −1) from∞ down to the minimum distance R′ = R0 and then starts in-715
creasing again (σR′ = +1) until it reaches R′ = R. As a result, the integral in equation (41)716
leads to a piecewise expression:717
∫ R
∞
K (µ, R′) R′dR′
σR′
√
(R′)2 − R20
=

∫ ∞
R
K (µ,R′)R′dR′√
(R′)2−R20
if σR = −1,
∫ R
R0
K (µ,R′)R′dR′√
(R′)2−R20
+
∫ ∞
R0
K (µ,R′)R′dR′√
(R′)2−R20
if σR = +1.
(42)718
Another important issue is that the secondary particles have only positive values of719
µ = cos ϑ = (~V · ~U)/(VU), as described in section 6.1; otherwise f (2)σR = 0. The invariant720
parameter µ can be expressed in terms of the spherical coordinates, R, θ, and velocity-space721
variables, R0, Φ, σR, as722
µ ≡ cos ϑ = cosΘ cos θ + sinΘ sin θ cosΦ723
= σR
√
1 − R
2
0
R2
cos θ +
R0 sin θ
R
cosΦ. (43)724
725
The boundary µ = 0 corresponds to the critical value of R0 = Rc (Φ),726
Rc (Φ) =
R |cos θ |√
cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos2Φ
=
R |cos θ |√
1 − sin2 θ sin2Φ
. (44)727
Figure 7 shows Rc (Φ)/R for a few values of θ. As θ → 0, pi the entire function Rc (Φ) ap-730
proaches R. As θ → pi/2 the function approaches 0 everywhere except narrow spikes near731
Φ = ±pi/2 where Rc = R. Behind the descending meteoroid, where cos θ > 0, we have732
f (2)σR = 0 for σR = +1 within 0 < R0 < Rc (Φ) and for σR = −1 within Rc (Φ) < R0 < R.733
In front of the meteoroid, where cos θ < 0, on the contrary, f (2)σR = 0 for σR = +1 within734
Rc (Φ) < R0 < R and for σR = −1 within 0 < R0 < Rc (Φ).735
As a result, given the particle coordinates in real space, R, θ, with the velocity param-736
eters, R0 = R sinΘ, Φ, σR, and using the explicit expression for K (µ, R′) given by equa-737
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Figure 7. The function Rc (Φ)/R for several values of θ: curve 1 for θ = pi/4, curve 2 for θ = 3pi/5, curve 3
for θ = pi/2 − 0.05 ≈ 1.5208, curve 4 for θ = pi/2 − 0.005 ≈ 1.5658.
728
729
tion (36), we obtain:738
f (2)σR = LσR δ
(
V − 2mβµU
m + mβ
)
,739
LσR =
G(U, 1 − 2µ2)n0nAtm√
3 µU2
(
1 +
m
mβ
)3
I (R, R0) (45)740
741
if, concurrently,742
σR = sgn(cos θ) and 0 < R0 < Rc (Φ) (46a)743
or744
σR = −sgn(cos θ) and Rc (Φ) < R0 < R. (46b)745
746
Otherwise (i.e., if µ < 0), f (2)σR = 0. In accord with equation (42), the multiplier I (R, R0) in747
(45), has a piecewise definition748
I (R, R0) =

J∞R for σR = −1
J∞R0H (R0 − rM) + JRmax(R0,rM) for σR = +1,
(47)749
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where the integral Jba , as a function of its integration limits, b > a ≥ R0, is defined by750
Jba ≡ 2
∫ b
a
*.,1 −
√
1 − r
2
M
(R′)2
+/-
1 +
(
R′
λ (1)
)2/3751
× exp
− 32
(
R′
λ (1)
)2/3 R
′dR′√
(R′)2 − R20
. (48)752
753
The first line in the RHS of equation (47) describes incoming particles that arrive at a754
given location ~R after being scattered or ionized within the segment of a given straight-line755
trajectory located between an infinitely large distance (in front of the descending meteoroid)756
and ~R. The second line in the RHS of equation (47) describes outgoing particles that arrive757
along a different line segment from the opposite direction. The first term, J∞R0H (R0 − rM),758
describes secondary particles originated in the beginning part of the straight-line trajectory,759
from an infinitely large distance down to the minimum distance R0. In this part of the tra-760
jectory the particles were incoming. The second term, JRR0 , describes the outgoing particles761
originated within the remaining part of this trajectory R, as illustrated by Figure 3. The step-762
function H (R0 − rM) and max (R0, rM) there are associated with particle trajectories that763
may cross the meteoroid surface, R0 < rM. Such trajectories always exist, regardless of how764
far from the meteoroid is the given location ~R. For the trajectories with R0 < rM, the mete-765
oroid surface shields all outgoing particles arriving at ~R from the opposite side of the mete-766
oroid. This shielding will inevitably lead to a dip in the velocity distribution of the outgoing767
particles, f (2)+ , with a discontinuity at R0 = rM.768
The velocity distribution of secondary particles that originated in close proximity to769
the meteoroid is sensitive to the actual meteoroid shape. The latter can be far from spheri-770
cal, and even more so, the actual boundary conditions on the meteoroid surface may include771
inelastic reflections of the impinging particles from chaotically distributed surface irregu-772
larities. In this case, the anticipated dip in f (2)+ might be, at least partially, filled with such773
reflected particles. Since we do not have a detailed knowledge of these conditions, we will774
stick to the simplest case of the ideally spherical meteoroid with the fully absorbing sur-775
face. We will also ignore local disturbances of the neutral atmosphere that are caused by the776
falling meteoroid itself.777
In equation (48), the integral Jba is analytically intractable and needs approximations.778
Presenting JRmax(R0,rM) as the difference of two well-convergent improper integrals, J
R
max(R0,rM) =779
J∞max(R0,rM)−J∞R , we restrict our analysis to J∞a , where the lower integration limit, a, equals R,780
R0, or rM. These integrals allow analytical approximations due to the fact that the mean free781
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path of the primary particles, λ (1) , is many orders of magnitude larger than the meteoroid782
size, rM. This allows separating the entire domain of parameters R and R0 into overlapped783
sub-domains where the integral (48) becomes simpler. On the one hand, for relatively large784
a  rM, including a & λ (1) , the first factor in the integrand of (48) allows the Taylor ex-785
pansion 2(1 −
√
1 − r2M/(R′)2 ) ≈ r2M/(R′)2. This expansion works well even under a much786
weaker condition of R′ & 3rM. On the other hand, for relatively short distances from the787
meteoroid center, R0 ≤ R  λ (1) , including R0 . rM, in the entire range of R′ & λ (1) the in-788
tegrand of (48) is small and makes no tangible contribution to the total integral value, while789
for R′  λ (1) one can neglect the terms involving (R′/λ (1))2/3. This allows the remaining790
integral to be expressed in terms of the elliptic integrals. Below we calculate J∞a separately791
for each sub-domain.792
6.3.0.1 Near zone: rM ≤ R  λ (1) . The corresponding integrals are calculated in793
the appendix in terms of the elliptic integrals. This calculation yields794
J∞R ≈

2rME
(
rM
R ;
R0
rM
)
− 2
√
R2 − R20
(
1 −
√
1 − r2M
R2
)
if R0 ≤ rM
2R0
[
E
(
R0
R ;
rM
R0
)
−
(
1 − r2M
R20
)
F
(
R0
R ;
rM
R0
)]
− 2
(
1 −
√
1 − r2M
R2
) √
R2 − R20
if R0 ≥ rM,
(49)795
and796
J∞max(R0,rM) ≈

2rME
(
R0
rM
)
− 2
√
r2M − R20 if R0 ≤ rM
2R0
[
E
(
rM
R0
)
−
(
1 − r2M
R20
)
K
(
rM
R0
)]
if R0 ≥ rM,
. (50)797
6.3.0.2 Intermediate sub-domain: 3rM . R0 ≤ R  λ (1) . These conditions enable798
the easiest calculation of J∞a and, at the same time, they cover a rather broad parameter sub-799
domain. Using simultaneously both Taylor expansions described above and restricting them800
to the highest-order terms, we arrive at fairly simple expressions:801
J∞R ≈
r2M
R0
arcsin
R0
R
, J∞max(R0,rM) = J
∞
R0
≈ pir
2
M
2R0
. (51)802
6.3.0.3 Long-distance/large-R0 zone: R ≥ R0  rM. In this sub-domain, we should803
keep all the factors with (R0/λ (1))2/3, but can use the Taylor expansion 2(1−
√
1 − r2M/(R′)2) ≈804
r2M/(R
′)2. Then we temporarily recast J∞a with a  rM as805
J∞a =
r2MI
∞
α
R0
, I∞α (Λ) =
∫ ∞
α
(
Λ +
3
2y
)
e−Λydy√
y3 − 1
, (52)806
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where807
y ≡
(
R′
R0
)2/3
, α ≡
(
a
R0
)2/3
, Λ ≡ 3
2
*, R0λ (1)T +-
2/3
. (53)808
In the limit of Λα  1 corresponding to a  rM, by changing variable y = (1 + z2)1/3 one809
can easily verify that equation (52) yields (51).810
Calculating the integral I∞α (Λ) in limiting cases and interpolating between those, we811
construct the following approximation,812
I∞α (Λ) ≈
e−Λα√
α3 − 1 +
[
pi
(
Λ
3 +
pi
4
)]−1 . (54)813
Direct numeric calculations show that the maximum discrepancy between the exact value814
of the integral and that given by equation (54) is near α ' 1.06, where it reaches ' 12%;815
in most other occasions this discrepancy is much smaller. In the original notations, equa-816
tion (54) yields817
J∞R ≈
r2M
√
1 + 2pi
(
R0
λ(1)T
)2/3
exp
[
− 32
(
R
λ(1)T
)2/3]
√[
1 + 2pi
(
R0
λ(1)T
)2/3] (
R2 − R20
)
+
4R20
pi2
. (55)818
Setting in equation (55) R = R0, we obtain819
J∞max(R0,rM) = J
∞
R0
≈ pir
2
M
2R0
√√
1 +
2
pi
*, R0λ (1)T +-
2/3
exp
−
3
2
*, R0λ (1)T +-
2/3 . (56)820
For R0  R  λ (1)T , these expressions agree with the intermediate asymptotics given by821
equation (51). These equations give the expressions for J∞R and J
∞
R0
H (R0 − rM) + JRmax(R0,rM) ,822
where JRmax(R0,rM) = J
∞
max(R0,rM) − J∞R , to be substituted first in equation (47) and then to (45)823
for calculating f (2)σR .824
All the above relations are expressed in terms of the invariant variables R0, µ, and V .825
For applications, it is more convenient to express R0 in terms of the polar angle in velocity826
space, Θ, around the local radius-vector ~R direction, R0 = R sinΘ. One might also need to827
express µ in terms of Θ and the corresponding axial angle, Φ (measured from the common828
~R-~U plane), µ ≡ cos ϑ = cosΘ cos θ + sinΘ sin θ cosΦ, where θ is the polar angle in real829
space measured from the direction of ~U.830
Figures 8, 9, and 10 illustrate f (2)σR given by equation (45). In the entire 3-D velocity837
space, the distribution function has a shell-like structure depicted by Figure 5 and approxi-838
mated by the δ-function. Below we show the angular dependence of the factor LσR preced-839
ing the δ-function and defined by equation (45).840
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Figure 8. The factor I (R, R0) with R0 = R sinΘ for several distances from the meteoroid surface: curve 1
for R = 30rM, curve 2 for R = 3rM, curve 3 for R = 1.05rM. The dashed line segments of each curve indicate
trajectories tangential to the meteoroid surface, R sinΘ = rM. For Θ < Θc = arcsin(rM/R), a significant
fraction of particles moving along the corresponding straight-line trajectory are shielded by the meteoroid and
cannot reach the destination point. This shielding produces the pronounced dips for all Θ < Θc . Notice the
smooth transition between the outgoing and incoming particles at Θ = pi/2.
831
832
833
834
835
836
We start from the function I (R, R0) = I (R, R sinΘ) which is the major Θ-dependent841
multiplier in the expression for LσR (Θ,Φ). Figure 8 shows I (R, R sinΘ) as a function of Θ842
for several radial distances R. Each curve combines I for the outgoing particles, σR = +1,843
with that for the incoming particles, σR = −1. For the outgoing (0 ≤ Θ ≤ pi/2) and incoming844
(pi/2 ≤ Θ ≤ pi) particles, equation (47) gives different analytic expressions, but they match845
at Θ = pi/2 smoothly. At Θ = Θcr ≡ arcsin(rM/R), the distribution function undergoes a846
discontinuity corresponding to the boundary between the unhindered particle trajectories and847
those with particles shielded by the meteoroid, R0 = rM, as we discussed above. The func-848
tion I (R, R sinΘ) reaches its maximum at Θ = Θcr. For R  rM, the outgoing particles form849
a spiky angular distribution at small Θ . rM/R corresponding to almost radially propagating850
particles, ϑ ≈ θ. As R becomes large, the narrower this angular spike becomes.851
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Figure 7 corresponds to distances R  λ (1)T , but for R & λ (1)T the angular distribution858
of I (R, R sinΘ) is qualitatively the same, although resolving the narrow spike on the corre-859
sponding diagram would be hard. The spike about the direction of the radius-vector ~R occurs860
because the source density for the secondary particles is proportional to the density of the861
primary particles, n(1) ∝ 1/(R′)2, and hence is largest near the meteoroid surface.
??
Figure 9. The factor LσR defined by equation (45), as a function of local polar (Θ) and axial (Φ) angles in
the velocity space, for a location partially behind the descending meteoroid, θ = pi/4 (the 3-D surface plot is
cut off vertically).
852
853
854
862
Figures 9 and 10 show two examples of the full factor LσR (Θ,Φ) plotted as a 3-D863
surface over the entire Θ,Φ-domain: 0 ≤ Θ ≤ pi, 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 2pi. Each plot combines864
LσR (Θ,Φ) for the outgoing particles, L+ (0 ≤ Θ ≤ pi/2) with that for the incoming par-865
ticles, L− (pi/2 ≤ Θ ≤ pi). Following I (R, R sinΘ), the two surfaces of L±(Θ,Φ) match866
smoothly at Θ = pi/2. The two different 3-D plots correspond to the same radial distance867
(R = 30rM), but different values of the polar angle in real space, θ. One corresponds to an868
axially symmetric location behind the descending meteoroid (θ = pi/4), while the other to869
a similar location in front of it (θ = 3pi/4). For simplicity, we assumed an isotropic differ-870
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??
Figure 10. The factor LσR defined by equation (45), as a function of local polar (Θ) and axial (Φ) angles in
the velocity space, for a location partially in front of the descending meteoroid, θ = 3pi/4 (the 3-D surface plot
is cut off vertically).
855
856
857
ential cross-section, G(U, 1 − 2µ2) = G(U). The non-zero values of LσR occupy a part of871
the entire Θ,Φ-domain bounded by Θ = 0, 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 2pi and the Θ,Φ-curve determined by872
µ = cosΘ cos θ + sinΘ sin θ cosΦ = 0 (this curve corresponds to R0 = Rc (Φ) in Figure 7).873
Near these two boundaries, the plotted surface has two pronounced ‘ridges’ (for better visual-874
ization, they are cut off vertically). The ‘ridge’ near Θ = 0 is formed by the spiky maximum875
of I (R, R sinΘ) for the outgoing particles, L+, as discussed above. The ‘ridge’ near µ = 0 is876
associated with the singular factor µ in the denominator of (45). As we discuss in the com-877
panion paper, this singularity plays no role for the total plasma density or flux because the878
corresponding integrals of f (2)σR include weighting factors that not only suppress the singular-879
ity, but make its contribution negligible.880
The ‘ridge’ near Θ = 0 is different. Its tallest part with Θ . 3rM/R corresponding881
to R0 . 3rM comes from trajectories passing through a small volume near the meteoroid882
surface where the density of the primary particles increases ∝ 1/(R′)2. This part of the dis-883
tribution function is described by more complicated equations (49) and (50). However, for884
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most locations with R  rM, particles with Θ . 3rM/R cannot make significant contri-885
butions to the total particle density and flux because the contribution of secondary particles886
originated beyond the near-meteoroid volume are ∼ λ (1)T /rM times larger. These particles887
form a ‘pedestal’ in the Θ-distribution of secondary particles which at large distances R is888
localized, Θ . λ (1)T /R, but much broader than the central spike of Θ . 3rM/R. The fact889
that in spite of the much higher density of primary particles directly near the meteoroid,890
R′ . 3rM, the majority of secondary particles exists within a large volume rM  R′ . λ (1)T .891
The scattering or ionization of the primary particles is described by the exponential factor892
∝ exp[−(3/2)(R′/λ (1)T )2/3] in equation (48). This exponential loss ofprimary particles893
represents the entire source for the secondary particles. Hence the volume with R′  λ (1)T894
with almost no exponential loss cannot be the dominant source of secondary particles.895
7 Summary and conclusions896
We have developed a first-principle collisional kinetic model of plasma and neutral897
sheath formed around a fast-descending small meteoroid when it passes the altitude range898
of 90-120 km. In this range, sensitive radars detect atmospheric effects of the meteoroid899
passage and we will use this theory to more accurately interpret the radar head echo [Close900
et al., 2005; Campbell-Brown and Close, 2007]. The analytic theory of this paper describes901
the spatial structure and velocity distributions of heavy particles: ions and neutral particles902
of the meteoric origin, while electrons are assumed to roughly follow the Boltzmann distri-903
bution.904
The velocity distribution of the neutral ‘primary’ particles, f (1) , is given by equa-905
tion (19), but the central topic of this paper is finding the velocity distributions of the ‘sec-906
ondary’ particles, f (2) , where we have also included all higher-order subgroups, f ( j) with907
j > 2. These distributions are described by equations (45) and (47). If 3rM . R0 ≤908
R  λ (1)T then J∞a reduce to simple equation (51). An important feature of the ‘secondary’-909
particle distribution functions f (2)σR (σR = ±1) is their shell-like distribution in velocity space,910
approximately described in equation (45) by the δ-function factor and illustrated by Figure 5.911
Such anisotropic and non-monotonic velocity distributions are potentially unstable and may912
give rise to detectable plasma turbulence. However, analysis of kinetic plasma instabilities in913
the near-meteoroid plasma may require a more accurate description of electrons.914
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In the companion paper, we apply this kinetic theory to calculate a spatial structure915
of the near-meteoroid plasma. This will allow accurate modeling of radar head echoes. Our916
future work will include a more detailed and specific theoretical analysis, computer simula-917
tions, and discussion of implications for real meteors and comparisons with radar and other918
observations.919
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A: Derivation of kinetic equation (5)922
We start with the collisional kinetic equation for f (~V,~r) in a general probabilistic form923
[Lifshitz and Pitaevskii, 1981],924
∂
∂t
+ ~V · ∇ + ~F
m
· ∂ f
∂~V
= Sarr − Sdep,925
Sarr =
∑
β
∫
f ′ f ′βW (~V
′ → ~V )δ
(
E ′ + E ′β − ∆Ein − E − Eβ
)
926
× δ
(
m~V ′ + mβ ~V ′β − m~V − mβ ~Vβ
)
d3Vβd3V ′βd
3V ′, (A.1)927
Sdep = f
∑
β
∫
fβW (~V → ~V ′)δ
(
E ′ + E ′β + ∆Ein − E − Eβ
)
928
× δ
(
m~V ′ + mβ ~V ′β − m~V − mβ ~Vβ
)
d3Vβd3V ′βd
3V ′,929
930
where in the LHS ~F describes external forces and the RHS presents the combined operator931
of binary collisions. The integral term Sarr describes the collisional “gain” of particles at a932
given infinitesimal 6-D phase-space volume d3Vd3Vβ around ~V and ~Vβ , while Sdep describes933
the corresponding collisional “departure” from this volume after one collision act.934
The functionW (~V ′ → ~V ) denotes the probability per unit time that two colliding par-935
ticles with the velocities ~V ′, ~V ′β within the elementary phase volumes d
3V ′ and d3V ′β will be936
collisionally scattered into particles with the velocities ~V, ~Vβ within the volumes d3V and937
d3Vβ . The arrows in the symbolic arguments ofW indicate the order in which the given col-938
lision act takes place. As in Huang [1987], here we explicitly factored out the δ-functions939
that express the conservation of the total particle energy and momentum of all colliding par-940
ticles during one collision act. Unlike Lifshitz and Pitaevskii [1981]; Huang [1987], how-941
ever, we assume here that some collisions can be inelastic, resulting in excitation of internal942
molecular/atomic degrees of freedom or ionization; the corresponding energy losses are de-943
noted by ∆Ein. As explained in section 3, for simplicity we consider only one kind of inelas-944
tic collisions with the given discrete energy loss ∆Ein.945
All available classical and quantum-mechanical models of binary collisions operate946
with the differential cross-sections, dσ/dΩ, rather than with the probabilities,W . Hence we947
need to expressW in terms of dσ/dΩ. It is easier to do for the departure term, Sdep, because948
it does not involve the given distribution function f in its integrand. The expression for Sdep949
in (A.1) is proportional to f , so that the remaining integral factor is the corresponding ki-950
netic collision frequency, ν(~V ): Sdep = ν f . In Sdep the velocities ~V and ~Vβ describe colliding951
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particles before their collision, while ~V ′, ~V ′β describe the same particles immediately after it.952
If this is an ionizing collision then the primed variables describe the newly born ions.953
Reducing Sdep to the more traditional Boltzmann form contains several steps. First, we954
integrate Sdep over d3V ′β with elimination of the momentum δ-function, δ(m~V
′ + mβ ~V ′β −955
m~V − mβ ~Vβ ). This yields the factor m−3β and leads to the conservation of the total momen-956
tum, but not yet to the energy conservation. Further, we pass from the integration over d3V ′957
to the integration over d3u′ = (u′)2 du′dΩs where u′ = |~u′ |, ~u′ = ~V ′ − ~V ′β , and dΩs =958
(sinΘs) dΘsdΦs = dΛdΦs. Integrating over du′ we eliminate the remaining δ-function,959 ∫
(· · · ) δ
(
E ′ + E ′β + ∆Ein − E − Eβ
) (
u′
)2 du′ = (· · · ) (u′)2
∂(E ′ + E ′β)/∂u′
, (A.2)960
and obtain the total energy conservation with inelastic losses,961
E ′ + E ′β = E + Eβ − ∆Ein. (A.3)962
In equation (A.2) ∂(E ′ + E ′β)/∂u
′ must be calculated before applying equation (A.3). Ex-963
pressing the individual particle velocities in terms of ~u, ~u′ according to Eq. (13), we ob-964
tain d3V ′ = [m/(m + mβ)]3 (u′)2 du′dΩ, while equation (14) allows to easily calculate965
∂(E ′ + E ′β )/∂u
′. After having expressed all quantities in the integrand of Sdep in terms of966
the relative particle velocities, Vβ becomes involved only in fβ . Then we can easily integrate967
over d3Vβ using
∫
fβd3Vβ = nA and obtain968
Sdep =
(
1
m + mβ
)2 f nA
mmβ
∫
W (~V → ~V ′)u′dΩs. (A.4)969
Now we compare Eq. (A.4) with the conventional Boltzmann expression [Lifshitz and Pitaevskii,970
1981],971
Sdep = f
∫
u
dσ
dΩ
fβd3VβdΩs = f nA
"
dσ
dΩ
udΩs. (A.5)972
Switching from dσ(u,Θs)/dΩ to G(u,Λ), as described above equation (9), and integrating973
in dΩs = dΛdΦs over Φs, we obtain the final form for Sdep with the corresponding collision974
frequency, ν,975
Sdep = ν(~V ) f , ν(~V ) = 2pinA
∫ 1
−1
uG(u,Λ)dΛ. (A.6)976
Comparing equations (A.4) and (A.6), we obtain the expression for the probabilityW (~V →977
~V ′) in terms of the differential cross-section,978
W (~V → ~V ′) = mmβ
(
m + mβ
)2 ( u
u′
)
G(u,Λ), (A.7)979
where u and u′ are related by equation (10).980
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Swapping in the symbolic argument ofW (~V → ~V ′) the non-primed and primed vari-981
ables,982
W (~V ′ → ~V ) = mmβ
(
m + mβ
)2 (u′
u
)
G
(
u′,Λ′
)
, (A.8)983
and applyingW (~V ′ → ~V ) to the gain term, Sˆgain, we obtain equation (7a). Repeating the984
same major steps as for Sdep, we obtain equation (7b).985
The resultant kinetic equation with the inelastic collision operator generalizes the stan-986
dard kinetic equation with the elastic Boltzmann collision operator [Huang, 1987; Lifshitz987
and Pitaevskii, 1981]. Under stationary conditions with neglected fields, this kinetic equation988
reduces to equation (5).989
B: Calculation of J∞a in the near zone990
In this appendix, we calculate the integral of equation (48) with b = ∞ in the near991
zone, a  λ (1)T . The contribution of R′ & λ (1)T in this integral is relatively small, so that we992
can neglect all factors involving R′/λ (1)T ,993
J∞a aλ(1)T = 2
∫ ∞
a
*.,1 −
√
1 − r
2
M
(R′)2
+/-
R′dR′√
(R′)2 − R20
. (B.1)994
The lower integration limit must satisfy a ≥ max(R0, rM), so that the convenient choice for995
the lower limit a depends on whether the entire straight-line ballistic trajectories of particles996
cross the meteoroid surface.997
B.1 Trajectories not crossing the meteoroid, R0 ≥ rM998
For trajectories that do not cross the meteoroid surface, R0 ≥ rM, the integration vari-999
able R′ satisfies R′ ≥ a ≥ R0. Introducing1000
k =
rM
R0
≤ 1, y = R
′
R0
≥ a
R0
≥ 1, (B.2)1001
we rewrite (B.1) as1002
J∞a R0≥rM = 2R0 I |R0≥rM , I |R0≥rM ≡ ∫ ∞a
R0
y − √y2 − k2√
y2 − 1
dy. (B.3)1003
The integral I |R0≥rM can be expressed in terms of the incomplete elliptic integrals of the 1st1004
and 2nd kind [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970]. Since in the literature these integrals are de-1005
fined in several ways depending on the choice of the argument and parameter, we will adhere1006
to the following definitions and notations:1007
F (x; k) =
∫ x
0
dt√(
1 − t2) (1 − k2t2) , E (x; k) =
∫ x
0
√
1 − k2t2
1 − t2 dt, (B.4)1008
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To express I |R0≥rM in terms of F (x; k) and E (x; k) with real x and k obeying 0 ≤ x, k < 1,1009
we start by presenting the corresponding indefinite integral as1010 ∫
y − √y2 − k2√
y2 − 1
dy =
√
y2 − 1 −
∫ √
y2 − k2
y2 − 1 dy. (B.5)1011
Temporarily changing in the second integral the variable y to x = 1/y, we obtain1012
−
∫ √
y2 − k2
y2 − 1 dy =
∫ √
1 − k2x2
x2
√
1 − x2
dx1013
=
∫
dx
x2
√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2) − k2
∫
dx√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2) . (B.6)10141015
Expressing the integrand of the first term as1016
1
x2
√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2)1017
=
k2x2√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2) − ddx

√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2)
x
 , (B.7)10181019
we obtain1020 ∫
dx
x2
√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2) =
∫
dx√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2)1021
−
∫ √
1 − k2x2
1 − x2 dx −
√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2)
x
. (B.8)1022
1023
Combining (B.5), (B.6), (B.8) and returning to the original variables, we obtain1024
J∞a R0≥rM = 2R0 I |R0≥rM = 2R0 E
(
R0
a
;
rM
R0
)
− *,1 −
r2M
R20
+-F
(
R0
a
;
rM
R0
)1025
− 2 *..,1 −
√
1 − r
2
M
a2
+//-
√
a2 − R20 . (B.9)1026
1027
B.2 Trajectories crossing the meteoroid, R0 ≤ rM1028
For trajectories that cross the meteoroid surface, R0 ≤ rM, we have rM ≤ a ≤ R′.1029
In this case we keep the same temporary notations k and y as in (B.2) and (B.3) but with1030
different definitions:1031
k =
R0
rM
≤ 1, y = R
′
rM
≥ a
rM
≥ 1. (B.10)1032
Then instead of (B.3) we introduce1033
J∞a R0≤rM = 2rM I |R0≤rM , I |R0≤rM ≡ ∫ ∞a
rM
y − √y2 − 1√
y2 − k2
dy. (B.11)1034
Following the same steps as for R0 ≥ rM, we have:1035 ∫
y − √y2 − 1√
y2 − k2
dy =
√
y2 − k2 −
∫ √
y2 − 1
y2 − k2 dy, (B.12)1036
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where the second term in the RHS we recast as1037
−
∫ √
y2 − 1
y2 − k2 dy
y= 1x︷︸︸︷
=
∫ (1 − x2) dx
x2
√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2)1038
=
∫
dx
x2
√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2) −
∫
dx√(
1 − x2) (1 − k2x2) . (B.13)10391040
For the first term in the RHS of (B.13) we can use equation (B.7). This yields1041
−
∫ √
y2 − 1
y2 − k2 dy = −
√(
y2 − 1) (y2 − k2)
y
−
∫ √
1 − k2x2
1 − x2 dx
x= 1y (B.14)1042
Combining (B.12) with (B.14), we obtain1043
∫
y − √y2 − 1√
y2 − k2
dy = *.,1 −
√
1 − 1
y2
+/-
√
y2 − k2 −
∫ √
1 − k2x2
1 − x2 dx
x= 1y1044
so that1045
J∞a R0≤rM = 2rM I |R0≤rM = 2rME ( rMa ; R0rM
)
− 2 *..,1 −
√
1 − r
2
M
a2
+//-
√
a2 − R20 . (B.15)1046
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